In relation to customers we strive to ensure professional, responsible and qualified attitude to satisfy the market requirements. The primary value of the Company is our customers’ appreciation and full satisfaction as far as our services are concerned.

From mission of the group of companies «Litana»

**OCTOBER RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>- A symbol of the winner of the month</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Manufacture</th>
<th>Shipbuilding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Kaliningrad</td>
<td>Belarus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performed plan by volumes</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>106%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of the competitions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lithuanian ship builders are the winners of the month. Congratulations!

**MAIN GOALS TO ACHIEVE IN NOVEMBER**

It is planned to produce 165 tons of metal constructions for objects that are under construction in Kaliningrad, Lithuania, Latvia, Finland and the Republic of Belarus, as well as 1034 tons for the shipbuilding sector in November.

Anticipated volume of works for November for all the “Litana” Group of companies amounts 50260 hours.

Construction works of “Wine-cognac” and drug (factory manufacturing medicine JSC “Infomed”) factories will be carried out in Kaliningrad.

Building works of “Tander” warehouse will be continued in Tombov.

Warehouse - refrigerator construction work will be started in Gusev in November.

The shopping centre “RIMI”, warehouse “Silutes durpes”, and the extension to a shopping centre “Banginis” are planned to be delivered to the use of customers.

Construction works in the painting shop will be carried out by the order of joint-stock company «Rikon» in Latvia.

Building works in a supermarket «Almi», the area - 3700 m², will be carried out in Gomel as well as in a household supermarket, 7800 m² by order of the company «Oma», in Belarus.

Construction works in the city hospital in Helsinki and in the logistics centre - 11000 m², are anticipated in Turku, Finland.

Manufacturing and assembling works of industrial lines for factory manufacturing keys “ABLOY” will be proceed in Joensuu.

Construction of energy (city) park (the area of 1845 m²) will begin in Ussikaupunki, Finland in November.
A NEW OFFICE OF GROUP “LITANA” IS OPENED IN TAMBOV

The group of companies “Litana” began constructions of one more object in Russia, in Tambov region. On 21st September, 2009 the contract of general contractor was signed between company “Litana-Kaliningrad” and Joint-Stock Company “Tander” regarding the construction of regional distributive centre in Sagittarius village, Tambov region.


After the fruitful spade works regarding the organization of work for employees of company “Litana-Kaliningrad” were made, the heads returned to their daily work, having delegated works in the object in Sagittarius village, Tambov region to the following experts: the head of department in Tambov - S. Boklashko, building director - O. Chirkin, deputy of the head of project management department - A. Shibin, the manager of the project management department - L. Ospova, and the site manager - I. Ivaschenko.

More specialists have been employed in order to perform the work more efficiently: the engineer-estimator - Raisa Kuksova, office manager - Tatyana Peshcherova, the engineer on quality Pavel Denisov, site manager - Sergey Kashin.

The new office is located in Tambov, street Michirinskaya 106. There are few comfortable rooms with all the necessary equipment for employees to work effectively on the realization of regional distributive centre construction.

More than 100 people have been involved in the object construction nearly after a month since the beginning, and it is not a final number. New subcontractors, aspiring to adjust long termed and strong relations with company “Litana-Kaliningrad” start activity in the object every day.

It is intended to perform designing and construction works of the centre within 6 months. The building up space covers 12.5 hectares.

Acquaintance and negotiations with representatives of Joint-Stock Company “Tander” have begun in May, 2009. After that, JSC “Tander” has become interested in the possibilities and accumulated significant experience in the construction of shopping centers by the group of companies “Litana”.

Joint-Stock Company “Tander”, Management Company of “Magnit” chain of stores was founded in 1994. At the moment JSC “Magnit” is the largest food retailer in Russia in terms of number of stores and their geographical coverage, there are 57 regional branches, more than 2864 shops in more than 922 cities. Presently some tens of new shops start operating every month. About 73 556 employees work in a chain. Assortment of “Magnit” stores accounts for 500 Private Labels. Selling space varies from 2,000 to 12,500 sq. m. Assortment consists of up to 15,000 names of goods out of which about 75% are food items. Magnit hypermarkets are located in the inner city which makes them accessible not only by car owners. Another 10 objects are under construction. In addition the company also has its own fleet and carries out transportation of cargoes through the entire European part of Russia.
The group of companies “Litana” performs works in various cities of Finland.

At the moment employees of “Litana” group are building logistics terminal “Kaukokiito” Oy, 10000 m², in Turku, production department for factory manufacturing keys “ABLOY” in Joensuu and city hospital in Helsinki.

On November, 9th 2009 specialists of the Group will start construction works of energy (city) park (i.e. warehouses with premises for management – 1845 m²) in Ussikaupunki, Finland. They will manufacture and assemble metal constructions and load bearing sheet. The customer of the object is the Authority of Ussikaupunki town.

The year 2009 will enter the history of the group of companies “Litana” as the year of an intense development. Geographical coverage of the company is constantly growing.

This year new affiliates have been opened in Europe as well as company’s branch in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates in August. Ibrahim Shahvan works in the company’s branch. Since August, 10th he has been appointed to a position of regional manager. He acts as the representative of Group «Litana» in Arabia and northern Africa. Ibrahim Shahvan has been chosen because of his activity, professionalism and a wide experience in commerce. Though he is a native Arab he knows Russian and English languages well.

Vaidas Rudis - the marketing director of the group of companies «Litana» was assigned as the director of company’s branch. Since big development in the region is planned, a lot of people will work in the company’s branch in future. This year it is already expected to send 50 workers of the group of companies «Litana» to Dubai. They will carry out construction works, assembly of metal frames and laying of pipelines.

At the moment meetings with potential customers and negotiations regarding performance of the construction works are constantly taking part. Recently estimates of works are drawing up and commercial offers are dispatching.

An exhibition „The Big 5“ will take place on November, 23-26th in Dubai, the stand of the group of «Litana» will be presented there. Nearly 2000 various construction companies from 53 countries will take part in the exhibition. It is expected that about 60000 visitors will visit the exhibition, which will see the information about the group «Litana». Participation in the exhibition is intended for an expansion of the audience that already knows about the group «Litana».
The group of companies «Litana» already pursues its activity in 13 countries of the world; therefore all the chains put all efforts to work accurately, as united system. Financial department aims the same in their daily work.

Earlier, each enterprise of group prepared annual financial reports in a different way – according to requirements of book keeping of the country, in which the enterprise works.

Presently, in connection with expansion and development of the group of companies «Litana», all enterprises prepare financial reports under unified international standards. In order to precede this process as a united teamwork, chief accountants of affiliates are being trained to prepare financial reports according to requirements. For that purpose seminar “Preparation of the consolidated financial reports under unified international standards” took place in a headquarters in Gargzdai on October, 8-9th 2009.

Seminar and consultations concerning the financial reports was given by Odeta Budrike - the chief accountant of the central office. The chief accountant of «Litana-Stroi» - Elena Sokolovskaja, the chief accountant “Litana – Latvija” - Kristina Hludkova, and the chief accountant of «Litana-Ukraina» - Olga Kalinina took part in the seminar. During the seminar participants got exhaustive explanations and answers to their questions.

Improvement works in sphere of the finance will not stop on that. In the nearest future it is planned to pass the information necessary for work to chief accountants of other affiliates, also to carry out consultations for accountants that already participated in the seminar.

Dubai is the largest city in United Arab Emirates (UAE), an administrative centre of emirate. The name of emirate translates from the Arabian as “a locust hatched out of larva”.

The population of Dubai was about 1321,4 thousand in 2006. Dubai was founded in about 1830 as small fishermen settlement. Already in the beginning of 20th century Dubai was famous for the greatest markets in all the coast of Persian Gulf. In 1966 oil was found in its districts, since then prompt development started in the city.

Dubai trades with 140 countries of the world, many transnational companies use it as transshipment centre between the East and the West. Free Economic zone of DzhebelAli is established in Dubai.

Today Dubai is the largest trading, financial and touristic centre in the nearest East. According to the rates of development Dubai is comparable with Shanhai, China.

Dubai is the 3rd re-export centre in the world after Hong Kong and Singapore. During the last years obvious building boom is observed in Dubai. One significant fact testifies it: the fifth part of all tower cranes of the world concentrates in the territory between Abu-Dhabi (capital of United Arabian Emirates and emirate Abu-Dhabi) and Dubai.
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